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Abstract: In recent years, cities such as Venice, Dubrovnik, Paris and Barcelona have experienced
an exponential increase in visitor numbers leading to episodes of tourismphobia by anti-tourism
movements, or even the decline of the destination. Among other solutions, some destinations see
film-induced tourism as a possible way of diversifying tourism supply and demand. Through the
analysis of the locations of six thematic film routes in Barcelona compared to the same locations on
the largest online travel review platform, TripAdvisor, it is concluded that, far from spreading out
tourist flows, fiction-induced tourism in Barcelona has concentrated tourism at the main attractions
of the city. Only a few exceptions of films with minor audiences lead tourists off the beaten track.
Overall, this paper provides a set of recommendations, strategies and challenges for destination
managers to help alleviate overtourism and to offer more sustainable tourism away from spots that
attract mass tourism.
Keywords: overtourism; film-induced tourism; User-Generated Content; online reviews; Barcelona;
TripAdvisor

1. Introduction
Since the 1960s, several authors have talked about overtourism; in summary, this refers to a larger
number of arrivals than a destination can accommodate, resulting in overcrowded destinations and
in a negative perception of tourism by the tourists themselves and by the local population [1,2]. It is
a multidimensional and transversal phenomenon that is difficult to solve since it is related to social,
economic and political issues, among others. Some of the main causes are the negative behaviour
of tourists while at the destination, the overuse of public and private spaces (e.g., public transport,
shopping centres or restaurants), the overuse of natural resources, and the irruption of low-cost tourism
(e.g., transportation and sharing economy) [3]. Venice represents the most paradigmatic example of an
overcrowded city where the negative impact of tourism is more than evident [4].
Thus, it is argued that certain types of cultural tourism, such as film-induced tourism, could
contribute to the sustainable development of the destination and help alleviate overtourism [5].
Some studies [6–8] emphasize the positive role that film-induced tourism can have in diversifying
tourist products and flows, as well as in representing and revitalizing unknown parts of a destination.
With these and other positive impacts in mind, many cities have started to invest in attracting film
shoots, which could later generate film-induced tourism. However, in [9], the author questions the
real viability of film tourism for sustainable tourist destination planning and development and its real
contribution to alleviating overtourism, because sustainable tourism development should involve all
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stakeholders including the film industry, which is usually not overly concerned with the consequences
the film may have on the destination.
Research on film-induced tourism faces several challenges, including shedding light on the agents,
practices, destinations or attractions that films decide to portray and identifying recurring patterns and
stereotypes in this respect [10]. Besides this, research should analyse these patterns cinematographically
and understand why certain tourist places or practices are portrayed in these films and how this affects
tourist destinations.
With these challenges in mind, this study is set in Barcelona—a city that, in recent years,
has experienced episodes of tourismphobia or anti-tourism, the “active behaviour of rejection of
tourists” [11] (p. 583), because of an excess of tourists in certain parts of the city, which has led to
clashes with residents who suffer the adverse effects of this phenomenon.
Similarly to many other cities, Barcelona has started to portray itself through the cinema. The most
important action in this line in terms of finance and promotional activities was the film Vicky Cristina
Barcelona, directed by Woody Allen [12], with significant investment by Catalan public entities in the
film who had a special interest in promoting the city of Barcelona internationally [13]. Therefore,
the aim of this study is to analyse the contribution of audio-visual fiction to tourism sustainability in
Barcelona from the point of view of the offer—more specifically, whether the movie routes promoted by
the Destination Management Organization (DMO) Turisme de Barcelona has allowed the diversification
of the places of interest for tourists in a city characterized by visitor saturation, by comparing the
number of Online Travel Reviews (OTRs) of the same city attractions on the world’s largest online
travel community platform, TripAdvisor.
TripAdvisor allows users to get information about tourist attractions (also about accommodation
establishments, restaurants, or airline companies) and, as well as providing textual and numerical
information of the OTRs given by others, allows users to find out the total number of OTRs that provide
information on their popularity [14], as more reviews implies more visitors.
Thus, this study analyses “film-induced tourism on location—that is, at the places where particular
scenes or elements of movies are filmed” [5] (p. 43), specifically the locations of the six thematic routes
belonging to the package named “Barcelona Movie Walks” offered by the Destination Management
Organization (DMO) of Barcelona and promoted online on its website.
The movie routes are based on the following films: Vicky Cristina Barcelona (2008), Salvador (2006),
Todo sobre mi madre (in English, All about my mother, 1999), Perfume: The Story of a Murderer (2006),
L’auberge espagnol (in English, Pot Luck, 2002), and Manuale d’amore (in English, Manual of Love, 2005)
and their 65 locations of the film sets in Barcelona. All these locations are compared with the same ones
displayed on TripAdvisor in order to determine the popularity of these sets according to the number
of reviews.
Following this introduction, a literature review of film-induced tourism and its consequences for
destinations is developed, and the methodology is presented together with the description of data
collection from TripAdvisor. Later, the results of this research lead to the discussion and conclusions,
with special emphasis on the theoretical contributions and practical implications for the destination.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Film-Induced Tourism
Since the 1990s, research on tourism induced by audio-visual fiction has demonstrated the
relationship between the presence of certain places in films and television series and the increase in the
number of visitors to them after screening [15–17]. Hence, the academic literature has focused on such
varied aspects as its role in the construction of the destination image [7,18–22] and the motivations
for the visit [18,23–26], the impact of film tourism on local economies [27–30], the experiences of
film tourists [31–41] and their use from the point of view of marketing the destination [7,15,42–45],
among others.
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Tourists, from destination images, behave and make travel decisions based on multiple information
sources [46]. Among these sources, films are considered autonomous agents—part of popular
culture—which may be highly influential and credible for potential tourists as they are seen as unbiased
compared to traditional advertising [47]. In addition to this powerful effect, autonomous sources
have the particularity that destinations have no control over them, and they can provide substantial
information about a destination in a very short period of time, thus changing the destination image
rapidly [18]. In this respect, films contribute to the creation and reproduction of the tourist gaze [48],
which anticipates the destination and the travel experience, and create social patterns with a greater
sensitivity to certain visual elements of the landscape or townscape.
The peculiarities of audio–visual fiction and its reception, subject to the processes of identification
and involvement of audio–visual narration and the transfer of connoted senses from the fiction space
to reality, provide numerous attractions for the places in which their stories are set or where they have
been filmed. In this sense, tourists live a vicarious experience when watching movie images, which
makes them identify and empathize with the characters and actively participate in the world of the
film [18]. All this depends on the degree of exposure of the place in the story and on the interrelation
with the story and the characters that star in it—many of them, also, are played by celebrities with a
high prescriptive power [15,16,49–56]. Movies and television series have the ability to turn places that
did not attract visitors prior to their production into tourist destinations [25,44], as has proved to be the
case for the cities Natchitoches (Louisiana, USA) (Steel Magnolias, Herbert Ross, 1989) [15], Sheffield,
England (The Full Monty, Peter Cattaneo, 1997) [57], the town of Wang in the Chinese province of
Hunan (Fu rong zhen [Hibiscus Town], Xie Jin, 1986) [52], and even Kazakhstan (Borat: Cultural Learnings
of America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan, Larry Charles, 2006) [30].
This presents opportunities and challenges for tourism marketing organizations, film offices and
production companies, which require the coordination of their work, as pointed out in [43,58,59].
Tourism marketing organizations can resort to audio–visual fiction to diversify tourist destinations
and avoid tourist oversaturation, having recourse to the advertising strategy of the location of places,
which is much less aggressive than conventional promotional campaigns. Film offices and production
companies can develop destination marketing strategies that allow the impact that audio–visual fiction
has on the image, the motivations and the decisions to visit the places where their stories are set to be
made profitable.
Hudson and Ritchie [43] divide these initiatives into pre and post-premieres. The former seek
to go beyond the specific benefits of filming in an area to contemplate its impact on tourism in the
medium/long term. It entails reorienting tax incentives or any other type of financial benefit depending
on the foreseeable image that may be generated by the film location or the diegesis, or even the potential
number of visitors, taking into account, for example, whether it can contribute to the seasonality or
diversification of tourism. These authors also consider all relevant advertising initiatives—including
publicity—that contribute to linking filming and the territory, as well as the dissemination of the
activities of the film’s artistic team during filming, especially if it involves celebrities. Marketing
initiatives after the premiere, as the authors indicate, seek to transform the audience’s interest into
future visits. These include audio-visual pieces about the filming of the films or the recording of the
series (“making of”), guided tours and movie maps, which are fundamental to further linking of the
filming or the space in which the events of the diegesis happen to the destination—or the space that
can become a destination—especially if they are not referential or, if referential, are difficult to identify
by certain audiences.
2.2. Overtourism
Carrying capacity is the precursor to current concerns with overtourism, and it is not a new
concept [60]. Overtourism is a complex, multicausal phenomenon that is transforming tourism and
tourism policies in urban environments [2]. Lopez Palomeque [61] has already pointed out that,
in Barcelona, this phenomenon would justify moving from sectoral promotion policies towards a
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structural and transversal approach. Garcia Hernandez et al. [2] summarised the pressure indicators,
the impacts and the response measures and found that when there is a significant impact of overload,
the tourist experience is affected (negatively) and this is reflected in social media reviews [62], such as
TripAdvisor. A possible measure to deal with overtourism is to apply smart solutions [2] or reposition
the destination as a place of special tourism interest by focusing on a particular type of experience [63].
Some destinations see film-induced tourism as a possible intelligent way of helping alleviate
overtourism and diversifying tourism supply and demand. Positive impacts of film-induced tourism
in terms of alleviating overtourism in destinations involve the creation of film-themed tours and
the diversification of the customer base [7], which can help to diversify the tourism product and
raise awareness regarding certain unknown places and attractions. Film tourism can contribute to
spreading new tourist trends and practices that match the destination’s needs [8] and contribute
to solving the problem of overtourism [5]. For example, in big cities such as London, New York
or Paris that attract large numbers of tourists, the tourist agencies visitlondon.com, nycgo.com and
parisinfo.com see film tourism as a means of diversification and as a qualitative improvement of the
city’s cultural offer directed mostly at tourists who would visit the city in any case [64], which could
redirect tourist flows from the most saturated areas and even encourage them to wander off the beaten
track (e.g., “The Montmartre of Amélie Poulain” route on parisinfo.com) and explore less-known spots.
In Australia, the film Broken Hill in Outback Australia was an important asset for attracting interest
and tourist flows to the Outback region in Australia—an unknown region of the destination [65]
compared to other coastal and urban tourist areas. However, film tourism can also lead to natural and
cultural environmental pressure both by the film industry and by the increase in tourist numbers at
the destinations or at certain specific attractions [9], which could contribute to increased overtourism.
Moreover, this author also highlights that impacts on tourism numbers can be short-term and of an
immense volume. Previous studies [66] have found that, in Spain, film tourism has mainly been used
to generate economic benefits and to attract tourists with greater purchasing power.
To ensure that film tourism really contributes to sustainable destination development, close
cooperation between DMOs and the film industry is required as well as the participation of the local
community, although this is not usually the case [9]. Some destinations have started making efforts
in this area, such as that of the DMO in Japan, in collaboration with the Japan World’s Tourism
Film Festival, to seek films which promote sustainable tourism, based on scientific data and future
destination image plans [8]. Films, as relatively credible autonomous sources of information, contribute
to creating an image of the destination and certain tourist expectations [67]. This author asserts that
there is a need to plan an effective destination image strategy to achieve the most sustainable positive
impacts from films. This strategy, which could contribute to alleviating overtourism, depends on the
investment in aligning the films’ image of the destination with the desired image and the potential
audience reach. The author explains that this film image strategy must be constantly monitored by the
DMO to achieve the desired sustainable outcomes.
Currently, a destination image is increasingly formed, shared and monitored online, and online
travel reviews especially have mushroomed in number and represent a rich, unsolicited and unbiased
source of information to study the destination image and tourists’ opinions and experiences [68].
Thus, online travel reviews could be useful tools to assess destination image strategies in relation
to film-induced tourism as well as the creation of new tourist products, trends and experiences
linked with films, and ultimately give insights into how film-induced tourism contributes to the
overtourism phenomenon.
Besides, word of mouth (WoM), and more specifically electronic word of mouth (eWoM),
as information sources, is considered to be more effective than information provided by a destination
itself or traditional information sources (i.e., travel agencies or tour operators) [68,69]. Thus, social
media generates a rapid expansion of WoM [70], and this information, regardless of whether it is
positive or negative, influences tourist behaviour when making travel decisions [71]. Thus, there is an
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exponential increase of information flow, which may be uncontrolled (a line of communication beyond
the DMO’s control), and therefore generate a destination which begins dying from success [11].
In recent years, Barcelona has received strong criticism regarding the impacts of tourism on the
living conditions of its inhabitants because of gentrification, environmental and acoustic contamination
and the occupation of public space, among other externalities [72]. In this respect, the Barcelona DMO
sees film tourism as a way to decentralize tourism by giving value to other spaces of the city [64].
Wray and Croy [65] argue that, to contribute to the sustainable development of the destination, the film
product must be coordinated with other destination strengths. In a city such as Barcelona, with many
top international attractions, similar to the case of London, Paris, or New York, very few tourists
will visit it exclusively because of a specific film, but film routes can be an attractive product that
complements visits to some of its main sites, helps to extend the tourists’ length of stay and spread out
the tourists’ visits in space and time, encouraging them to explore less-visited spots. In the same line,
Macionis and O’Connor [73] argue that DMOs should implement sustainable marketing management
with the stakeholders involved; that is, DMOs have the responsibility to provide sustainable forms of
tourism. These authors also argue that an interest in films could be used to make potential tourists
aware of the range of experiences available at the destination by ensuring satisfying visitor experiences
and integrating them into all other activities that take place at the destination.
2.3. User-Generated Content
The Internet has changed the methods of travelling at all stages of a trip [74] and has generated user
empowerment with reviews that influence each other [75] through the phenomenon known as electronic
Word of Mouth (eWoM), which, in relation to the recommendations of travel and tourist services online,
has broken into the tourism sector with great force [76]. The most widespread definition of the eWoM
effect is informal communications addressing consumers through Internet-based technology related to
the use or characteristics of certain goods and services or their vendors [77], and it occurs through the
transmission of User-Generated Content (UGC) published and disseminated via online media with a
high degree of credibility that influences the behaviour and decision-making of tourists [78–80].
This traveller-generated content (TGC) about destinations and their services has become an
important source of information for travellers [81] that is used to evaluate their search for information
and their behaviour during the trip, describing travellers’ perceptions and the way in which they refer
to the value of the information associated with the websites of the destinations [82]. Online Travel
Reviews (OTRs) currently account for most TGC and have great academic value as a data source [83,84]
regarding the analysis of perceived images; in particular, reviews taken from popular platforms such
as TripAdvisor [85]. Moreover, their projection through eWOM communication makes them agents for
building a destination image.
The content generated by other users through their OTRs serves to measure travellers’ satisfaction
both through the text of their reviews and the numerical score awarded and has served as a source
of study to measure satisfaction with tourist establishments and destinations [86–89]. In addition,
OTRs exert a great influence when deciding which destination to travel to [90], with their valence and
volume being among the factors that most influence the choice of destination [91]. The OTRs of an
attraction or of a tourist establishment provide the opinion of the users through a textual description
or a numerical rating (valence). In addition, the volume—i.e., the number of reviews—also serves to
measure popularity [14]. A large number of reviews also brings more confidence to the people who
read them [92,93], thus encouraging them to purchase the same product [94].
OTRs allow multiple classifications (by dates, location, origin and other personal or social
circumstances of the author, quantity, rating, etc.). The items that are subject to opinion and assessment
by travellers can be grouped into places frequented (typical neighbourhoods, boulevards, squares,
etc.), attractions visited (unique buildings, monuments, parks, etc.), organized activities (excursions,
tours, etc.) and services received (hotels, restaurants, transport, etc.). The websites that host OTRs
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usually include the first three under the heading of “Things to Do” (at the destination), while service
OTRs are treated separately [86,95,96]
The number of reviews of a given attraction or service allows users to rank their popularity, so the
most visited attractions or the most used services can be determined, while the users’ score facilitates
the concretion of the evaluation dimension, which provides a precise idea of which attractions are
rated best [97]. The number of reviews is also important to predict the percentage of people who write
reviews online [98], to determine hotels’ dependency on an online travel agency [99], to ascertain the
sales of a service or product [93,100,101], or to find out the profile of the hotels that are more efficient at
generating reviews [102], among others.
Bearing in mind the significance of the number of reviews on a popular platform, this research
aims to determine whether the most visited places in Barcelona according to the number of reviews
on TripAdvisor are the places that appear on the cinematographic tourist routes created in the city,
to find out on the one hand whether film fiction contributes to enhancing and increasing visits to
tourist attractions and, on the other, whether the appearance of tourist attractions in films contributes
to overtourism.
3. Methodology
3.1. Case Study: Barcelona
The setting of this study is Barcelona—the most visited city in Spain, with more than 12 million
overnight stays in 2018 (Barcelona, 2019). Barcelona has captured the attention of numerous
investigations in relation to tourism [11,103,104] and, in the last few years, researchers have focused
their studies on the externalities that the growth of tourism is causing in the city and especially for its
citizens [69,72,105].
Catalonia, and particularly Barcelona, is a major centre of audio–visual production at the Spanish
and European level. Between 2013 and 2017, 34.27% of feature films made in Spain were produced or
co-produced by Catalan companies [106]. The city is the scene of numerous films and television series
of Spanish and international productions, such as Vicky Cristina Barcelona (2008), Salvador (2006), Todo
sobre mi madre (in English, All about my mother, 1999), Perfume: The Story of a Murderer (2006), L’auberge
espagnol (in English, Pot Luck, 2002), and Manuale d’amore (in English, Manual of Love, 2005), which are
the films analysed in this study.
3.2. Thematic Routes: Barcelona Movie Walks
In the context of city, tourism and cinema interaction, Barcelona’s Destination Management
Organization (DMO), Turisme de Barcelona, together with the School of Tourism, Hospitality and
Gastronomy of the University of Barcelona (CETT-UB) offer thematic routes called the Barcelona Movie
Walks on films filmed in Barcelona [107].
Barcelona Movie Walks is a compendium of 20 routes on foot encompassing more than 90 films and
200 locations in Barcelona created by Eugeni Osácar [108]. On the website created for those interested
in Barcelona, cinema and cultural tourism activities, six film routes are highlighted [107] with a total
of 65 locations, some of them taken from the films Vicky Cristina Barcelona, directed by Woody Allen,
Salvador, by Manuel Huerga, Todo sobre mi madre, by Pedro Almodóvar, Perfume: The Story of a Murderer,
by Tom Tykwer, L’auberge espagnole, by Cédric Klapisch, and Manuale d’amore, by Giovanni Veronesi.
Even though tourists visiting mass destinations might not be interested in movies, or in these
types of movies, and despite the fact that typically, film aficionados are interested in visiting places
depicted in films, we consider that the case study of these film-based routes in Barcelona is relevant for
the purpose of study as they have several characteristics which could make it one of the reasons for
them to visit the city. There is a strong connection between Vicky Cristina Barcelona, L’auberge espagnole,
Manuale d’amore, Todo sobre mi madre and Salvador to the extent that, at least in the three first films,
the city is a character, and the plots are clearly determined by the fact that they are set in Barcelona (or
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reflect a certain image of the city). Besides, in relation to the specific locations in the city, paratextual
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3.3. Reviews from TripAdvisor
The attractions of Barcelona according to TripAdvisor [109] in the section “Things to do” listed by
popularity according to number of reviews are set out in Table 1, which also shows the number of
Movie Walk routes related to the six analysed.
Table 1. Tourist spots in Barcelona by number of reviews on TripAdvisor, and locations of the
Movie Walks.
Attraction

Number of Reviews

Number of locations
Along the Routes

Films in which the
Attraction Appears

1. Sagrada Família
2. Parc Güell
3. Casa Batlló
4. Camp Nou
5. Barri Gòtic
6. Las Ramblas
7. La Font Màgica
8. Mercat de la Boqueria
9. Casa Milà
10. Palau de la Música Catalana
11. Passeig de Gràcia
12. Basílica de Santa Maria del Mar
13. Montjuic
14. Palau Güell
15. Museu Picasso
16. Catedral de Barcelona
17. Platja de la Barceloneta
18. Tibidabo
19. Parc de la Ciutadella
20. MNAC
21. Plaça Espanya
22. Plaça Catalunya
23. Recinte Modernista de Sant Pau
24. Plaça Reial
25. CosmoCaixa
26. Joan Miró Foundation
27. El Born
28. Montjuïc Castle
29. Ciutat Vella
30. Arc del Triomf
31. Colom
32. MUHBA
33. Telefèric Montjuïc
34. La Barceloneta
35. Museu de l’Eròtica
36. Templo Sagrado Corazón de
Jesús
37. Parc del Laberint d’Horta
38. Port Vell
39. Plaça de Sant Felip Neri
40. Barri de Gràcia

156,774
73,279
55,056
38,493
38,395
36,749
28,541
24,519
22,261
17,730
13,324
13,237
10,875
9492
9452
9289
9142
7516
7377
7015
5448
4879
4168
4008
4007
3879
3865
3609
3066
2856
2127
2063
1984
1977
1946

4
2
0
0
10
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
3
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

1,3,5,6
1,5
1,2,3,4,5,6
1,5
1
3
4,6
5,6
1
1
1
6
2,4,5
1
6
3
-

1611

0

-

1398
1250
1205
1189

0
0
2
0

1,4
-

Source: Own elaboration from TripAdvisor and Barcelona Movie Walks.

Numbers of the last column are related to the films analysed: 1. Vicky Cristina Barcelona,
2. Salvador, 3. All about my mother, 4. Perfume: The Story of a Murderer, 5. L’auberge espagnol,
6. Manuale d’amore.
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4. Results
Using the TripAdvisor tool to look for a specific text within the reviews of each attraction (see
Figure 2), a search in English for the titles of the six films analysed was carried out, and the results
were that Vicky Cristina Barcelona is mentioned in 14 reviews (six of them in attractions and eight in
cafes or restaurants); Perfume: The Story of a Murderer appears in two reviews, and there is an activity in
“Things to Do” created about the film; two reviews were found in a restaurant about L’auberge espagnole;
and no mentions were found regarding Salvador, Manuale d’amore, or All about my mother, although
there
were some
about
director,
Sustainability
2020, 12,
x FORthe
PEER
REVIEWPedro Almodóvar.
3 of 18
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appear in 36 locations (i.e., 55.4% of the locations of the routes based on the six films
36attractions
locations (i.e.,
55.4% of the locations of the routes based on the six films analysed are among the top
analysed are among the top 40 attractions reviewed on TripAdvisor).
40 attractions reviewed on TripAdvisor).
The route based on the film Vicky Cristina Barcelona visits 16 locations of which 10 (62.5%) are
The route based on the film Vicky Cristina Barcelona visits 16 locations of which 10 (62.5%) are
among the top 40 attractions reviewed on TripAdvisor; the route of the film Salvador has nine
among the top 40 attractions reviewed on TripAdvisor; the route of the film Salvador has nine locations
locations and only two (22%) are in the top 40; All about my mother visits 12 locations, four of which
and only two (22%) are in the top 40; All about my mother visits 12 locations, four of which (33%) are
(33%) are in the top 40; Perfume: The Story of a Murderer has 10 locations, four of which (40%) are in
in the top 40; Perfume: The Story of a Murderer has 10 locations, four of which (40%) are in the top 40;
the top 40; L’auberge espagnole has 12 locations, and six (50%) of them are among the most reviewed
L’auberge espagnole has 12 locations, and six (50%) of them are among the most reviewed attractions
attractions on TripAdvisor; and lastly, Manuale d’amore has nine locations along the route, of which
on TripAdvisor; and lastly, Manuale d’amore has nine locations along the route, of which six (67%) are
six (67%) are among the top 40 on TripAdvisor.
among the top 40 on TripAdvisor.
5. Discussion
The results show that, in general, the main points of interest along the six routes created by the
Barcelona DMO based on the films analysed coincide with the main tourists attractions according to
TripAdvisor, which are locations that also coincide with the top ten tourist attractions based on
films, as suggested in [110]. The only film that shows different tourist attractions is Salvador, for
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5. Discussion
The results show that, in general, the main points of interest along the six routes created by the
Barcelona DMO based on the films analysed coincide with the main tourists attractions according
to TripAdvisor, which are locations that also coincide with the top ten tourist attractions based on
films, as suggested in [110]. The only film that shows different tourist attractions is Salvador, for which,
apart from Plaça Reial and the Gothic quarter, the rest of the locations are not as famous as the others.
This coincidence of the top tourist sites in Barcelona and the film locations on the routes seems to be
opposite to the DMO’s intention to use film-induced tourism to decentralize tourism and promote
other parts of the city [64] and are in line with the findings of Rodríguez-Campo et al. [66].
When performing an analysis of the textual description of the reviews of each attraction, as can be
seen in Figure 1, we observe that the films that have generated most reviews are Vicky Cristina Barcelona,
which is the second Woody Allen blockbuster, with sales of USD 96.4 million, followed by Perfume:
The Story of a Murderer, with box office sales of USD 135 million, and L’auberge espagnole, with box office
takings of USD 31 million.
According to the results, in few cases have the locations of the movies filmed in Barcelona
contributed to spreading out tourists flows. In fact, with the blockbuster Vicky Cristina Barcelona,
the images of Barcelona transmitted when viewing the film are Parc Güell, the Sagrada Familia,
Gaudi, and the Rambla [12], which coincide with the top ten hotspots of Barcelona. Only films
with lower audiences, such as Salvador, contribute to spreading tourism flows throughout the city.
Regarding limitations, there is a need to study other film-based routes in Barcelona and other saturated
destinations to shed light on the differential contribution by blockbuster films versus lower-audience
films to the sustainability of the destination and the alleviation of overtourism.
The threads regarding the films do not seem to have continuity on TripAdvisor, as not many
reviews have been found talking about the films and only a few reviews of the attractions mention
the blockbusters Vicky Cristina Barcelona and Perfume: The Story of a Murderer. In any case, the movies
analysed do not generate as many reviews on TripAdvisor as other much more famous films or series,
such as Lord of the Rings or Game of Thrones. There are several studies which have analysed the impact
of Lord of the Rings in New Zealand [38,67,111–113].
Therefore, concerning this study’s contribution to appraising the role that film tourism has towards
sustainable tourism development and overtourism, in a city such as Barcelona, we can appreciate
a gap between the DMO’s strategic view of film tourism [64] and the reality, as film-based routes
currently serve to bring more people to the top sites and do not generate much promotion through
user-generated content. Thus, referring to management implications, this gap could be due to the lack
of collaboration of the film industry [9] with the DMO when designing Barcelona’s image to avoid
certain top sites and stereotypes. Besides, this could be due to the lack of real policies or assessment of
the film-based routes, as the main limitation of this study is that no statistical data are available in
this respect.
6. Conclusions
Overtourism has become a problem for many destinations and is set to continue. The excess
of visitors in places such as Barcelona needs to be managed to prevent an increase in anti-tourism
movements, which could be done by means of culture and art-related tourism, as they are seen as more
sustainable forms of tourism. In recent years, film tourism has become an opportunity to promote
destinations, but only a few studies have questioned the sustainability of this type of tourism [9].
With a case study about Barcelona, this research contributes to the existing literature about
film-induced tourism and overtourism, showing that, far from contributing to distributing tourist
flows throughout the city, film fiction actually concentrates these visitors at the main attractions of the
city, thus increasing the presence of tourists in already crowded locations, which is particularly true for
locations based on blockbuster films. Only some exceptions of films with “minor audiences” direct
tourists off the beaten track.
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The use of audio–visual fiction to diversify tourists at a destination poses a series of challenges
for destination marketing organizations, film offices, and production companies, which requires
them to coordinate their work [43,58,59]; the academic world must undoubtedly participate in this
collaboration with teams of cross-disciplinary researchers composed of experts in tourism, audio-visual
communication and advertising.
Tourist destinations are places, and the place is one of the main themes in audio–visual narration.
Hence, this is especially suitable for the location of destinations. Cinema occupies an important place
among tourists’ motivations for visiting a destination and, apart from being a way of transmitting the
image of a destination in the consumers’ minds, it can contribute to generating tourist flows, meaning
that, in the case of overtourism destinations, care must be taken not to promote precisely the most
saturated hotspots. Thus, designing careful destination image strategies that align the images portrayed
in films with the image desired by the destinations is becoming very important [67]. Well-aligned and
planned strategies can help alleviate overtourism and contribute to destination sustainability and the
diversification of tourism flows, but inappropriate strategies may aggravate the problem. Choosing
an inappropriate movie to convey the image of a destination may damage its positioning [12], while
promoting sites visited en masse can also contribute to damaging the destination image. Exceeding
the carrying capacity of the tourist resource entails problems in the management and conservation
of the resource but also harms the visitor’s tourist experience and, therefore, the perceived image of
the destination.
In-depth knowledge of the operation of audio-visual texts will allow their effective use for tourism
promotion. However, audio–visual fiction does not act alone. It is important to enhance the impact
that audio–visual fiction has on the image of a place, as well as the motivations and decisions to visit
the places in which their stories are set. This is possible by resorting to prior communicative initiatives,
parallel to the production of a film or series—disseminating information about the locations of the
shooting, about the stars participating in it, and so on—or after the premiere in the different exhibition
windows—the making of documentaries where film locations stand out—in order to broaden the
results for the tourist space site.
With regard to destination managers, they are faced with the challenge of correctly choosing
the tourist resources they wish to communicate through the cinema, finding a balance between the
carrying capacity of the attractions of the destination to avoid overtourism in the main attractions
of Barcelona, the interests of residents and tourists, and the image they seek to transmit from their
destination. Undoubtedly, it is a challenge to reconcile this proposal with the interests of audio–visual
producers, who display the iconic images of Barcelona—which is saturated with visitors—to try to
increase the audience of their films. In this respect, the dilemma might be whether it is enough for
the most recognizable sights of a city to appear in a film or in a series, which thus does not help to
diversify tourism, or if it is possible to seek a balance between what is recognizable and what is not as
recognizable with the aim of showcasing other places, and perhaps, by drawing from the audio-visual
and many other stimuli (paratextual content, subsidies, among others), to redistribute visitors to these
places. This may imply negotiating with film producers.
Regarding future research, the main limitation of this study is the lack of information about the
number of tourists coming to Barcelona motivated by audio–visual fiction with the intention to visit
certain places that appear in films and television series. The DMO, Turisme de Barcelona, does not have
statistics of visitors disaggregated by audio–visual fiction in this city. Thus, from the point of view of
the demand, is it not possible to confirm whether this type of tourism is contributing to overtourism in
Barcelona, but it is possible to confirm that the points of interest offered by the movie routes are mostly
the well-known places.
Likewise, to measure the popularity of tourist attractions in Barcelona, the TripAdvisor platform
has been used. It is the world’s largest online travel review site and, therefore, the results are
representative of its popularity. However, some visitors may not be willing to mention the film in
their online reviews, and TripAdvisor is not the only platform that exists. For this reason, other online
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review sites such as Yelp or Google Reviews could be taken into account to empirically replicate this
research, and surveys on visitors to the film-related places could be conducted.
Furthermore, since not all the movie routes of the city of Barcelona have been analysed (only the six
most popular thematic ones promoted by the DMO, Turisme de Barcelona, through its website), further
research could extend this study to other movie routes in Barcelona and even to other destinations that
suffer from overtourism.
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